
Wellhead to desk:
Fully automated 
chemical programs
The only  

The only  

Patented UCS technology 
automates everything:
1.
2.
3.
4. 

 
 

 

 Remote monitoring and  
 

 Chemical paid for = chemical used. 

 Easy installation:
 

 Reduces operating costs,  

 Custom-designed integral valve 

 Patented, proven UCS technology 

UCS-CS  

Via Cloud, 
to User’s Cell, 
Tablet, Laptop

User Monitors Data, Adjusts 
Pump Program over the Web

Secure Data Transmission 
for Chemical Rate, Level,
Pump Operating Status

The UCS concept: 
 

Local control

Pump control



Industrial IoT* done right
 Secure microcontroller: Unlike a single-board 

computer using an operating system with potential vulner-
abilities, our microcontroller-based system has no internet-
exposed ports or points of entry for potential hackers.

 Secure communications: The UCS maintains a 
reserved link with the nearest cell tower and communicates 
with a secure server via DTLS tunnel only. Thus there is no 
public IP address and no vulnerability to attack. The system, 
which already hosts more than 200,000 devices, has been 
praised at IoT* security conventions for its completeness.

 Minimal data usage: The UCS remains ready to be 

notice. At user-set intervals, it publishes measurements, as 
well as info on the cell connection and device status, to the 
Wave IoT platform. Overall data usage is highly optimized, 
allowing for very economical monthly data plans. All data is 
protected by state-of-the-art security encryption.

 Highly scalable:  The self-replicating web app and da-
tabase host is managed by a leader in Cloud infrastructure. 
*Internet of Things

Notes: UCS systems are supplied standard with a calibrated column, highly accurate pressure sensor and microcontroller with proprietary software. 

Fluid connections ½” NPT female for chemical, ¼” tubing for vent
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Your trusted partner in fluid handling and control

Visit us at WaveControl.ca
Contact our sales team at +1 (780) 468-4320 ext 1 or sales@wavecontrol.ca
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